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Phweet is the most infamous example of Flash bringing VoIP into web-based applications, but there 
are a number of other sites using Adobe's technology to incorporate telephony into the web. 

Raketu is one of the newer companies, as it uses Adobe Flash in its recently released RakOut 
WebPhone service, says a VoIP News piece conducting inventory.  Previously, Raketu had used a PC-
based client for VoIP-based services, but a browser-based solution opens up the world of Mac (and 
iPhone) and Linux users to Raketu's network for lower cost VoIP calls. 

Other companies tapping into the power of Flash include Ribbit and Adobe themselves for its free 
ConnectNow web conferencing services. Ribbit built VoIP into their services using Flash as a 
foundation block while Adobe's web conferencing services delivers both voice and video 
communication through Flash. 

Of course, Phweet has generated more than its share of attention over the past week by using Flash 
to conduct VoIP calls as an end-around for call filtering conducted by Aircell's Gogo in-flight 
broadband service. In theory, any VoIP-incorporating Flash-based app should be able to get around 
Gogo's filtering as of last week; needless to say, Aircell is working on countermeasures to keep 
American Airlines cabins quiet and calm. 
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